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Clash of clans building guide

See Source Comments Share Defense Buildings Resource Buildings Army Buildings Other Buildings On this page you can view building strategy guides in home village. On this page you will find information about where to place each building at a high or low level. For guides to building strategies in the builder database, see Builder
strategy guides/builder base. Cannon Cannon Cannon's defensive buildings are the first thing you unlock and should be upgraded when you have enough gold to do so. Cannons should be placed near the town hall for lower-level players, and for higher-level players should be placed so that wizard towers and mortars are applied. Archer
Tower Archer Tower Archer Towers have a longer range than cannons and can target air forces similar to air defense. Just like guns, Archer Towers should be upgraded as soon as the opportunity arises. For lower-level players, Archer Towers should be placed near the town hall, just like a cannon. A mortar deals a lot of damage per
shot, but it has the lowest quick-fire defense structure. Mortars should be located in the center of the base next to the town hall or resources (depending on whether you're farming or trophy hunting) because they're the first defense with splash injuries. When upgraded, mortars typically receive only 1~3 DPS (damage per second); this is
due to their low rate of fire, so don't worry (higher-level mortars pack quite a punch). Air defense air defenses are the most powerful defenses against air units. For lower-tier players (who don't usually have to worry about balloons or dragons), air defenses are not necessary, but they will make it harder for opponents to win battles against
you. For higher-level players, a lot of air defenses are absolutely essential because they will have a huge impact on the outcome of the battle, and ultimately there may be a difference between losing and winning trophies (or losing and maintaining resources). You must put air defenses so that they overlap to damage splash defenses
(Wizard Tower, Mortar) with at least one at the heart of the base. Wizard Tower Wizard Tower Wizard Towers are perfect for killing a huge amount of enemy troops. Wizard towers are most effective against weak troops and minions because they deal splash damage. They should be placed where they cannot be surrounded by archers
without being able to be targeted by other defenses, but due to their relatively short range they should not be too far from the outer wall (otherwise they may be idle for most of the battle). Wizard Towers takes a long time to upgrade past level 2, take this into account when updating it. The Air Sweeper Air Sweeper Air Sweeper is a great
defense for ejecting enemy air troops; even if they do not deal damage, they can blow out air soldiers quite a good distance. Despite the very long range, it should be noted that it can only shoot in one direction, but you can rotate it to cover a different angle. Also keep in mind that you can only have two air sweepers, even if you are Town
Hall 11, so make sure to maximize their use by covering the pages that will most likely be attacked by air troops! Hidden Tesla Hidden Teslas are very sneaky when they start a battle hidden from sight, but rise from the ground when enemy troops are within their trigger range. Like Wizard Towers, they can target both ground and air
forces, but only attack one unit at a time. Hidden Tesli are not so effective placed near corners of your village beyond the reach of other defenses; however, they can (and should) be placed where the attacker will not expect them to be, even if it means outside the walls. Keep in mind that Hidden Ones reveal themselves at 51%
destruction, so if they are placed in corners or out of the way, they usually lose their only advantage (stealth). Bomb Tower Bomb Tower Bomb Towers are defensive towers that drop bombs on ground enemies, dealing splash damage much like the Wizard Tower. However, they come out with a bang; When they go down, a large bomb
under the tower explodes shortly afterwards, dealing great damage to nearby ground troops. Their range is shorter than any other defense, so it's necessary to support Bomb Tower with other defenses to keep your base safe. They are helpless against air troops, so it's best to keep the air troops away from this tower! The X-Bow X-Bow X-
Bow is a fast-firing defense that can kill low-health troops in seconds. However, it must be loaded with Elixir in order to operate, so make sure to replenish it when it is running out. X-Bows can be set to target both air and ground troops in a range of 11 tiles, or ground troops only within a range of 14 tiles. This gives a very long range and
as such should be placed near the center of the base behind at least one other defensive unit for maximum effectiveness. Many players try to achieve both the benefits of extreme range and anti-aircraft capability by setting one X-Bow only for ground troops and one on the ground and in the air. However, this can balance the base
because the air sttacker can attack from the ground target side and vice versa. The Inferno Tower Inferno Tower is one of the most powerful defenses, as it can reach up to 1,750 damage per second in single-target mode, although it takes a few seconds to reach this damage level and starts attacking at a very low value. For this reason, it
is particularly strong against high health goals, but somewhat weak against a large number of people with lower health levels. There is compensation for this and it is a multi-purpose made that asks damage to up to 5 units at a time. If you plan to attack the Inferno tower with most of the high health units, you can try to get rid of Inferno
Inferno with lightning, but be aware of the fact that the Inferno Tower has many hit points and will probably take a whole full load of spells to destroy. Inferno towers should be placed so that troops such as balloons, especially minions, are not targeted immediately. Make sure that when it starts to run out, you have dark elixir to replenish it
and keep it fully functional. Eagle Artillery Eagle artillery is a strong defense capable of covering virtually the entire village, except for the blind spot around it. It activates only after deploying a large number of troops, and then launches attacks until the end of the battle. Fires three artillery shells at once to three different targets every 10
seconds, dealing an average of high damage capable of eliminating weak soldiers, as well as wizards, witches, and minions with a single shot; Multiple shots can eliminate entire groups of balloons as well. Although you can only destroy spells due to very high hit points, this is certainly not recommended. Like the X-Bow, it requires an
Elixir to be used. Wall wall walls are ideal for keeping enemies directly in the line of fire with cannons and archery towers. When hunting for trophies, the walls should surround the defensive buildings, warehouses and town hall. During breeding, the walls should surround their defensive buildings and warehouses. When attacking with
ground troops, the walls can be big setbacks and stop them enough that other defenses will kill many of their soldiers, so it is recommended to take at least 1 or 2 Wall Breakers into battle if the army is primarily a ground attack. For more information, go to layouts. The Town Hall Buildings resource is the heart of the village, and the
upgrade unlocks additional buildings and level upgrades. The most important thing is to protect it through walls and other defensive buildings. If your town hall is destroyed, you automatically lose the battle as well as a significant amount of loot. However, if you manage to protect the town hall, the most attackers can get in battle, then one
star (more information can be found in the mechanics of raids). Clan Castle Clan Castle Clan Castle is used to join or establish a clan. Clan Castles have troops and dark spells donated by clan members that can be used alongside their own soldiers in attack or as additional defensive firepower if your village is attacked. When an enemy
unit is within range of the Clan Castle, all units that can aim at the unit will be deployed to attack it. Once deployed, they will continue to attack all enemy units on the map, regardless of location. It is a good idea to locate the clan castle in the central part of the village, although not necessarily in the most protected area. This is important
because you want your to attack in any direction, but additionally you do not want them to be easily distracted from the defense (where they can be easily destroyed). Gold mine Gold mine gold mine are the only source of gold outside raiding. Gold mines should be kept outside your walls, but should not be out of range of defensive
buildings, as attacking players can get up to 50% content. Elixir Collector Elixir Collector Elixir Collector Collector are exactly the same as Gold Mines, but produce an Elixir. Elixir Collectors are the only source of the Elixir beyond raids. Collectors of potions should be kept out of your walls, but should not be out of range of defensive
buildings, as attacking players can get up to 50% content. Collectors of potions can be easily destroyed by goblins, so lay traps nearby and try to take them out before they destroy the collectors. Gold storage facilities for storing gold are stored in the place where all the collected gold is stored; they are usually targeted after a gold mine
during an agricultural attack, but attackers can only get a small fraction of the content (percentage and limit depends on the level of the defender's town hall). Gold warehouses should be stored inside your village walls as they are the main source of gold for defensive upgrades. Elixir Storage Elixir warehouses are exactly the same as
Gold Storage, but they store Elixir. Elixir stores are the place where all collected elixirs are stored; they are targeted by Elixir Collectors during an agricultural attack, but attackers can only obtain a fraction of the content (percentage and limit depends on the level of the defender's town hall). Elixir magazines should be stored within the
walls of your village, as they are elixir's main source for offensive upgrades. Dark Elixir Storage Dark Elixir Storage The Dark Elixir Storage is where all your precious Dark Elixir is stored. It should be placed in a position where many defenses will overlap this structure, because attackers will be able to occupy up to 4-6% (with a limit of
2000-3500 depending on the level of the defender's town hall), so you want to keep this building safe. Good advice is to place a double wall around it so that archers can not shoot at it, and wall breakers can not break the surrounding walls with a single attack. Dark Elixir Drill Dark Elixir Drill Dark Elixir Drills are the only source of the Dark
Elixir beyond raids. Attackers can get up to 75% of their content, so Dark Elixir Drills should be protected with traps and hidden Tesli. The best way to protect the uncollected Dark Elixir in drills is of course not to have any, so your drills emptied as often as possible. Barracks Barracks in buildings that transform the Elixir into branches. As
barracks are modernised, they will be able to train more powerful troops, as well as set up more troops at once. They are it does not matter other than the training of soldiers (they do not store any elixir or gold, nor do they reward any if they are destroyed, even if the soldiers are trained). They do not need to be located near military camps;
Trained soldiers will find their military camp, no matter how far they have to walk. Barracks should always be kept outside your walls, but do not place them in the corners. Use these buildings (and others in this section) as buffers to keep archers and barbarians busy and away from more critical targets, while your defense systematically
destroys them. Army Camp Army Camp Army Camps are staging points for the army, so later use them for raids. Upgrading military camps will increase your total troop capacity, which means you'll be able to use more soldiers in each battle. Due to their large size (5x5 tiles), military camps should never be inside your walls, as they have
no other use than to store troops. If you have them in the walls, they take up a lot of space, and your walls may not even fit around your village. However, military camps have some strategic value as a buffer; their large size significantly pushes the zone without rebirth, causing enemy troops to respawn very far from their targets and giving
you a better chance of destroying them. For this reason, place military camps near sensitive areas of the base. Dark Barracks Dark Barracks Dark Barracks are functionally identical to barracks, but instead of an elixir, they use the Dark Potion to train special Dark Elixir soldiers. There is no gold or elixir (or Dark Potion) in the building, even
when training soldiers. Dark Barracks should always be kept outside your walls, but do not need to be placed next to army camps unless the area requires additional buffers. Laboratory Laboratory laboratory is used to modernize troops and spells to make them stronger. Although upgrades can cost significant amounts of elixir or dark elixir
(and the building appears to have large vats of both attached to it), the Lab does not give to either attacker, even if an update is in progress. The laboratory should be kept outside your walls, otherwise it is not strategically important. However, its relatively large size (4x4 tiles) can be used to significantly increase the no-spawn zone (almost
the same as an army camp), so put it where it can do the most good in this regard. Spell Factory Spell Factory Spell Factory is a building that creates spells for use in raids. Although spells cost significant amounts of potion, the Deadlock Factory does not give anything to the attacker, even if a spell is created. The building should be stored
outside your walls as a buffer, as there is no Meaning. Dark Spell Factory Dark Spell Factory is a building that allows you to use Dark Elixir to create spells for use in raids. Tthe Tthe brewed in this factory are compact and take up half as much space as the Elixir spell. Like the Spell Factory, it should be stored outside your walls as a
buffer, as it has no strategic significance. Barbarian King Altar barbarians Altar of the Barbarian King Is a structure that houses the Barbarian King, who is a hero who can play different roles in battles, be it supporting the attacking force or defending the village from enemy attackers. The placement of the Altar determines the general
position of the Barbarian King each time he defends himself, so that you can place him outside the walls to force enemies to dispose of troops to defeat the king; you can place the altar inside so that your king serves as a temporary distraction. Archer Queen Altar Archer Queen Altar The Archer Queen Altar is a structure that houses the
Archer Queen, another hero who serves in both attack and defense. Like the Altar of the Barbarian King, the placement determines the general position of the Queen Archer each time she defends herself; However, due to the reach of the Queen archers, it may be more profitable to place the altar in the walls; in this way, the Archer
Queen can attack ground troops from behind the security of your walls. The Grand Altar of the Great Guardian Altar houses the Grand Guardian, a support hero who provides additional health to nearby allied units (and buildings during defense). Unlike the other two heroes in the Home Village, the Great Guardian will remain fixed as a
statue on the altar as he defends himself; any building near the monument, when it is in defense, will gain in increasing the hit points, making them difficult to destroy. You may want to consider placing the Great Guard Altar near city hall or other important defenses. In the hut of the builder of the steel works of other buildings there is your
builder, who are fundamental to the construction and modernization of other buildings. These huts have low hit points and serve no purpose in defense (except for some events). Thus, it is best left outside the walls. Since many players skip builders' huts because of their size, placing them in the corners of the village may be a good idea,
but more experienced players will be able to spot them and even take advantage of them, so be careful! Template:Feedback in BuildingsMenu Objects Ask your administrator to add this guide to {{Strategy Guide Feedback}} so you can collect feedback. Report Defensive Buildings Resource Buildings Buildings Other Buildings In this page
you can view Building Strategy Guides in the Builder Base. On this page you will find information about where to any building at a high or low level. For guides to building strategies in Home Village, see Building Strategy Guides/Home Village. Cannon Cannon Cannon's defensive buildings are the primary defense in the Builder Builder and
this is the first defense you get. They deal a lot of damage and can be used to pick up Insidious Archers and other weak troops, or support more powerful defenses in defeating more dangerous enemies like boxer giant. The Double Cannon Double Cannon Double Cannon is a powerful ground defense that fires multiple cannonballs at
enemies, dealing great damage. It's one of the best tank defenses, such as the Boxer Giant and Battle Machine, so keep it well protected to prevent smaller troops from easily overwhelming your cannon. Keep in mind that its colossal damage per second does not affect air troops such as beta minions and baby dragons, so it's best to also
guard it with air defense. Archer Tower Archer Tower is a versatile defense that can fend off both ground and air attacks, and is one of your first defenses to attack air troops. It can be set to two modes: fast attack mode, which offers a decent DPS, but only at short range, and a long-range mode that allows the Archery Tower to attack
from afar, but with a reduced DPS. Quick Attack mode is better against hordes of bats and other small enemies, while long-range mode prevents Insidious Archers and Beta Minions from taking down buildings. Regardless, it is a useful defense to place in the walls. Hidden Tesla Hidden Tesla is a sneaky defense and functions the same
way as in Home Village. It can attack both ground and air, making it a bit versatile. However, his damage per second is a bit overwhelming, but he can still contribute. As in Home Village, it's best to put a Tesla in a position your opponent doesn't expect. Firecrackers Firecrackers Firecrackers are one of the main air defenses, and will be an
integral part in defending any air strikes as it takes a large amount of DPS against air troops. At all levels it is best to protect firecrackers, preferably placed near the Building Hall. However, firecrackers cannot engage ground troops, so it's best to defend them with another ground defense, such as Double Cannon. Crusher Crusher Crusher
is arguably one of the most powerful ground defenses in the builder's base. As the name suggests, it crushes the ground of enemies who walk beneath it, dealing a large amount of damage to all ground units beneath it. This makes it perfect against raged barbarians and boxer giants, among other ground troops, but will be outranged by
many ranged soldiers, such as Sneaky Archer, and can't attack air units at all. Due to its unique features, it is best to place the crusher near the hole in the base to decimate the units that try to pass through the hole, as well as protect the Crushers with the help of anti-aircraft defense. Post Post Guard The Guard Post Houses Defense
Raged Barbarians and Sneaky Archers to Help Builders Builders defend against attackers. These defensive units not only deal damage to enemy units, but will also distract from other buildings. You can place a guard post outside to force your opponents to use troops to destroy their defensive units, or put a guard poster in the walls to
cause interference inside, where multiple defenses can shoot at the same time. Air bombs Air bombs Air bombs is a valuable air defense. Not only does it deal high damage per second, but it also deals splash damage, making it a great defense to face hordes of minions and beta bats. Due to its importance, placing it near the center of the
base is highly recommended; if this is not possible, then protecting it with ground defence can be a good alternative. Multi Mortar Multi Mortar Multi Mortar is a powerful ground defense that can take care of swarms of ground troops. Due to its long range and splash radius, it is excellent against insidious Archers; However, its blind spot and
inability to hit air troops can be a great weakness, especially since Multi Mortar doesn't have many hit points. For these reasons, it is best to place it in the center of the builder's base, protected by other defenses and walls. Roaster Roaster Roaster is a powerful splash defense that can defend both ground and air. While this can do a short
job of swarms of Raged Barbarians or Night Witch's Bats, the damage it deals can be absorbed by tanks such as the Boxer Giant. To maximize its effectiveness, it's best to protect the Roaster with high-damage defenses such as the Double Gun, and keep it in the walls to prevent troops from easily attacking the Torch. Giant Giant Cannon
gun fires cannonballs that stop at nothing, knocking down every ground detachment in its path. While he's perfect against sneaky Archers and The Fighting Machine, his damage can be refueled by boxer. Due to the nature of the cannonballs, as well as the unique damage from the Battle Machine, it is best located near the center of the
base. Mega Tesla Mega Tesla Mega drains electricity, just like Hidden Tesla. Its slow fire rate is made up for by high damage per shot, as well as the lightning nature of the chain of each shot, so tesla can hit the second target not too far from the first. Nevertheless, it can be swarmed easily by massive troops such as Raged Barbarians or
Bats from Night Witch. Therefore, mega tesla should be protected by splash guards such as Roaster or Multi Mortar. Wall walls are an important structure to keep enemies in the line of fire with defense. They should be used to protect buildings such as the Builder's Hall, as well as defenses such as Multi Mortar and Bombs Air. Most other
buildings, such as the Gold Mine and the Builder Builder should be left outside the walls. Resource Buildings Builder Hall Builder Hall Builder Hall is the central building of the building base; modernization unlocks new buildings, as well as upgrades of existing buildings. Although he can't give up resources unlike Home Village Town Hall,
it's still important to protect the Builder's Hall with walls and defense, otherwise it would allow attackers to get an easy star in Versus Battles. Effective prevention of enemy destruction of your Builder's Hall limits them to a maximum of one star. Gold Mine Gold Mine Gold Mine produces gold for the builder's base and is the only way to get
gold beyond Versus Battles. Since they don't have the defensive capabilities or loot to offer, it's best to keep them out of the walls. However, they should still be protected by defense to prevent attacks from earning easy percentage points. Elixir Collector Elixir Collector produces Elixir for your builder base and is the only source of the Elixir
beyond Versus Battles. Like the Gold Mine, it should be kept outside the walls for the same reasons as the Gold Mine. The gold warehouse stores gold in the builder's base. Unlike the Gold Warehouse in Home Village, the Gold Warehouse does not reassage any loot after damage or destruction, so it is best to keep the Gold Warehouse
out of the walls, but still in strategic locations to absorb damage due to its rather high hit points. Elixir Storage Elixir Storage Elixir stores Elixir in the constructor database. Like a gold warehouse in a builder's base, resources cannot be stolen directly from it, so they can be stored off walls. Due to its high hit points, it can be strategically
positioned to absorb damage in critical areas and allow the defense more time. Gem Mine Gem Mine Gem Mine mines gems for the player to use. Besides, he does not have defensive abilities, but his gems are also not vulnerable to attack, so they should be placed outside the walls. Army Buildings Builder Barracks Builder Barracks
Builder Base Troops train for the player to use. While Builder Base Troops training is relatively fast, upgrading the Builder Barracks unlocks new troops when it's finished, but it will completely stop training troops because you only have one Barrack Builder. Due to the lack of defensive capabilities, it should be placed outside the walls. Army
camp army camp houses Builder Base Soldiers. Unlike the military camp in Home Village, it cannot be modernized and takes up much less space. Regardless, there are no defensive abilities and low hit points, so it should be placed outside the walls in defense protection. Star Lab force over the builder's base forces with Elixir, allowing
them to gain more health, damage, improved abilities or to fit more troops at once. Since it does not matter in defense, it can be left outside the walls; But you can put it strategically to absorb enemy fire due to its high hit points. The Battle Machine Altar War Machine Altar altar is the altar where the Battle Machine is located when it is not
in battle. Unlike the altars in Home Village, the Battle Machine will not be present on it during the battle, so it cannot defend your builder base. As a result, the altar can be left outside the walls. Other buildings Clock Tower Clock Tower Clock Tower has a unique ability to speed up time in the builder's base. Besides, there is no defensive
ability, even speeding up the defense when it is active. It can be placed outside the walls; you can place it in a strategic location as a high-endurance tank. Template:BuilderBaseBuildings Community Content menu is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. Notice.
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